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THE DANIEL AND FLORENCE GUGGENHEIMMEMORIAL LECTURE

CHOICE AND BALANCE- A RESEARCH PROGRAMME IN AERODYNAMICSIN PERSPECTIVE

G.Y. Nieuwland,
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Free University,Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Abstract

NLR's research programme in the aerodynamics
of steady compressibleflows is surveyedover the
period 1960-1970,from the point of view of
research planning.The factors determiningthe
choice of research subjects, and their balance,
are discussed.Three major projects in aero-
dynamics, and their motivation,are briefly
surveyed.In an epilogue, some general observa-
tions on research in aerospace are made.

1. The problem of choice in aerospaceresearch


Around 1924, Daniel Guggenheim,then at the
age of 68, began to take an active interest in
aviation, at that time in the United States mainly
practisedfor its entertainmentvalue. He
initiatedand supported on a grand scale various
•ajor activities,notably in educationand
research,among them the work of Goddard, the
American rocket pioneer.The impetushe provided,
continuedby the Florence& Daniel Guggenheim
Foundationafter his death in 1930, has generally
been recognisedas an importantfactor in a
developmentchanging the aerospacescene of his
days beyond all expectation,and giving his
country world leadership in one of the major
areas of advanced technology.

Today, nearly half a century later, when in
the tradition of the ICAS we pay tribute in this
first lecture of the 8th Congress to a man acutely
sensitiveto the changing opportunityof his time
and acting in a spirit of public responsability,
we cannot but be aware doing Bo in a period in
which the future relation of science and technology
in society is again in critical discussion.Many
critics of contemporarysociety (fig.1)agree that
if not the choice of objectives,then at least
the balanoe of prioritieshas gone astray; unfor-
tunatelythere is less agreement on the political
options as to quality and quantity of controlling
action.Now, most of us axe not concernedwith
policy decisions on a global scale, and I hasten
to reassure- or perhaps disappoint- you in
having this morning neither analysisnor solution
to offer of the predicament of mankind. However,
I think we all can agree that in whatever-terms

Fig. 1. (CourtesyVU-magazine).

one appraisesthe interactionof technologyand
society, its problems already vitally affect the
aerospace community today, and increasinglywill
do so in future. Most of the present company will
probably also be inclined to continue to share
Guggenheim'sexpectationthat in this development,
scientificresearch will remain at least one of
the keys to progress, however redefined.

These two commonplaceobservationspoint out
the topical interest of a problem that over the
last decade has been recurring with increasing
frequency in policy discussionsat all levels in
research institutes,universitiesand industry,
the problem of choice in research.What are the
factors that effectivelymotivate the ohoice of
research subjects, and how do we balance them in
our policy decisions ?

The problem how to control the development of
science, and the technologiesbased thereon, as dis-
tinguished from the question how to advance or con-
duct it, is of comparativelyrecent origin. The de-
velopment of science has been variously considered
as progressingautonomouslyunder the force of its
internal evidence (ref.1),as moving in jumps under
the impetus of scientificinnovationsintermittently
induced by brilliant individuals.(ref.2);or, in a
different tradition, in its relation with social and
economic conditions (ref.3).None of these descrip-
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tions gives much informationon the problem of re-
search policy and planning; and indeed, this problem
has only emerged with the institutionalizationof
science completed.Research as conductednowadays is
part of some institute'sprogramme,what is next to
be done is embodied in its planning,the institute
more often than not being supportedby public funds.
An exception to this is perhaps the field of mathe-
matics, which (as I recentlyheard observedat a
faculty meeting) apparentlyis still hand-made in
the attic, by candle-light.As a rule, though, both
basic and applied research are now producedby in-
stitutes,and these are presumablyunder control.
Seen on the national level, public funding is in-
volved for various institutesconductingbasic and
applied research in many directions;then this con-
trol is up to political scrutinyand ought to be
optimised in the national interest.This iB the pro-
blem of choice as met on the governmentaland the
institutionallevel; analogousproblems exist of
course in purely industrialresearch,or in the many
forms of mixed private and public enterprise.It has
now become also a recognisedacademic problem, hav-
ing several research groups and a newly published
journaldirected towards its study (ref.4).

EVidently, in its most general context the
optimizationof research is a problem of research
policy, which finds expressionin research planning,
implementedwithin multiple organizations
through their managementstructures.Moreover,
one has in the general case obviouslyto consider
the international,national and institutional
levels (or alternativelythe corporate,company
and laboratory level),with proper regard to
their interfaces.On each of these levels, then,
one has to consider the researchactivity as a
feed-back process directed towards certain broad
scientific,technologicalor social aims, and
consider its dynamical,economicaland methodical
aspects.Next, one has to decide on the method of
optimization,beginning with how to weigh what
factors. On this point there are two extreme
schools of thought, both claimingessentially
that here is no arguable problem.One holds
that, dependent as we are in research on the
hidden depths of the genius of the individual
researcher,we can only try and provide a
favourable research atmosphereincludingadequate
resources,and see what happens.The other school
maintains that given sufficientlylarge computers,
and even larger stores of statisticalinformation,
the whole problem can be entirely rationalizedin
terms of cost-benefitestimatesand systems
analysis. If we accept this, the problem is
computable,not arguable.

All this beingthe case, let us begin to cut
down the problem to those aspects this lecturer
could be reasonablyexpected to talk on, in this
company, for one hour.

First of all, I will leave out all organiza-
tional or managerial aspects of research.
Secondly, I will confine the discussionto the
institutionallevel of applied scienoe, in
particularthe aerospace laboratory;and reduce
to the perspectiveof the working floor. This
means that in the interfacewith the national
level, certain broad research objectivesare
assumed to be defined, and certain resources
have been allocated.What remains to be considered,
then, axe the internal componentsof the dynamical,
economicaland methodicalaspects of the conduct
of research, as mentioned above. These can be
described in terms of a number of balances
affecting the choice of researchsubjects (fig.2).
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Fig. 2. Balances involvingchoice of research
subjects.

Assuming for a moment completefreedom of choice,
one could choose to direct a laboratory'stotal
capacity either towardscomplete innovation,or
to improve consolidationof existing knowledge;
one could concentrateall resourcesin one subject,
or try to cover all possiblyrelevantareas;
finally, it would be possibleto develop
exclusivelyhighly refinedmethods uncovering
loads of detail, or only try and find rough and
ready methods applicablein situationsof great
complexity.In theory, one could choose any
combinationof these extremes;in practice,of
course, we have to strike a carefulbalance, and
this is our research policy in whateverdegree of
explicitnesswe seem expedient.

Now how do we balance, if possiblenear the
optimal ? - always assuming the usual case in
which the laboratoryhas a non-trivialsay in its
future programme.This is the central problem, for
which in my opinion,no mechanicalmethod of
solution can be found. What I propose to do,
therefore, is to undertakea case study of the
problem of choice in an actual research situation.
For obvious reasons, I have chosen the research in
aerodynamicsof steady flows conductedat NLR,
over a ten-year period.Not all the work done in
this period has been taken into account; only
those parts that can be consideredprogrammatic
in the sense of having continuity;the complemental
incidentalactivitieshaving taken some 25 % of
the total. On one count, however, I will just beg
the question : a descriptionwill be presented
how the balance worked out, but having been for
most of the period a member of the group concerned,
I will not presume to give an evaluationof ite
results,either on internalor external criteria.

2. Aerodynamicsat NLE a broad research ob-

ectives.

In the Netherlands,we like to draw the
dividing lines in such a way, that we come out
as the smallest and poorest of the large and rich
Countries.Thismeans that we feel we cannot
afford to entirely opt out of advanced technology,
although our scale of operationsis obviously
restricted.The formulawe have arrived at is to
be warm advocates of internationalcooperation,
on the basis of a limitednational effort in
certain carefully selectedareas. As one such field,
what has now become aerospacetechnologywas
chosen in the post-warperiod,and industrial,

Wee') 01 MICE OF SUBJECTS
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educationaland research canacity in this
directionwas built up. Ths research capacity
has been mainly concentratedin the National
Aerospace LaboratoryNLR, which stands at the
service of the industry, the governmentagencies
concernedwith aviation, and the civilian and
military operators.The laboratoryitself is
operated as an independentorganization,
controlledby the various interestedparties;
and lives partly on a budget supportedby the
government,partly on contract research.

Now let us survey the aerodynamicsresearch
scene (fig.3 ).Much if this is laid out at the

Fig.3. NLR locationAmsterdam.

Amsterdam location of NLR, most conspicuousbeing
an integratedsystem of low speed, transonicand
supersonicwindtunnels of large dimensions.It
will be clear that such facilitiesare not
continuousl./requiredby the national industry,
and in fact a sizable share of total capacity
is run on behalf of foreign aircraft projects.
Partly motivated by the support that was felt
required for the successfuloperationof these
experimentalfacilities,but chiefly by the
importanceof building up know—how in aerodynamics
in its own right, there is a group concernedwith
theoreticalaerodynamics.This group was newly
formed practicallyfrom scratch from 1959onwards,
after several prominent researchershad succumbed
to the continualbrain—drainexercisedby the
Dutch universitieson the laboratorystaff. We
will be following the considerationsof this
group, which at no time axceeded 15 people
includingprogrammingstaff, in the years
1960-70.

The broad research aims of this group can
be stated as follows : to develop and make
availatlea body of knowledge in theoretical
aerodynamics,of current or potentialinterest to
the national industry and users; and where
necessary supporting the developmentof experiment—
al techniques.

Another function of research is surely to
help open lines of communicationwith research
institutesabroad working in the same field.
When the subject is how a research programme is
shaped, it is necessary to mention the exchange
of ideas in many internationalcontacts;
espeoiallythe discussions, sometimesdevelopping
into officiallychannelled cooperation,with our
British aalleaguesin several institutes.

3. Methodical developments : resolutionversus

complexity,

The basic physical principlesof fluid mech—
anics have been laid down a long time ago, and on
the fundamentalfront progress has been steady but
very slow ever since. However,we are approaching
this subject from the engineeringangle, which
means that one is not primarilyconcernedwith
building up theory from first principles,but with
constrocting mathematical models for the flow,
having an experimentallyvalidated applicability
in certain circumscribedareas. One then must
measure progress on a different scale.

The years 1960-70 can from one point of
view be characterisedas the period in which the
computer became really operative in aerodynamics.
That this is certainly true is testifiedby fig.4,
a plot of the development of the daily equivalent
computer time consumptionby our group in this
period. However, this aspect is not particularly
illuminating,as the interest is surely not in '
the fact that, but in the manner in which computers
were employed. Let us try to bring this into
focus.
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Fig.4. Computer time used for aerodynamicsat
NLR.

Some years ago, the great physicist Eugene
Wigner gave a talk on : "The unreasonable
effectivenessof mathematicsin the natural
scienoes " (ref.5). In aerodynamicsone has not
the feeling at all that mathematics is unreasonab—
ly effective; on the contrary,mathematical
methods are effective only when the flow has first
been taught to behave, by careful design. This is
why model experiment will continue to be part of
the aerodynamicaldesign process in a foreseeable
future the mathematicalmodels for invisoid
flows represent in a sense the design ideal that
is reached only after unwanted viscous flow
phenomena have been successfullysuppressed.

However, the obvious drawback in aerodynamic—
al model experiments is that the diagnostics are
rather unwieldy. It is often easy to see that
somethingunwanted is taking place in a wind—
tunnel, e.g. by analysing force measurements,
but it is usually very difficult to make out
what is going on exactly, and what to do about it.
One has to localize the trouble area, and then by
bringing in further instrumentation,more
precisely analyse the flow phenomena,before
being able to take remedial action. Now the
possibilitiesto do all this on the scale of a
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highly complicatedaircraft model are clearly
restricted s internal instrumentationis limited
for reasons of space, external instrumentation
dietubbe the flow; and even if one can see enough
there is still the problem what to do. One can —
and does of course — magnify the scale of the
phenomenonunder study in a separatemodel
experiment,but then the relationwith the
originaldetermining environmentis cut; one
can this way perhaps improve the understanding,
but only very indirectlythe control of the
original situation.

We summarize all this as follows : in the
experimentalapproach, the flow field originally
is given as an unstructuredwhole. Hy increasing
instrumentalresolution,one expects to find the
substructures,i.e. uncover the flow field's
complexity.Seen from this angle, the art of
design in aeronauticalengineeringhas the same
aim as in scientific experiment,namely to reduce
complexity in their objects, i.e. suppressnon—
relevant sub—etructure.

Now let us see how one stands in this
respect in mathematical theory.When one is given
a solution in classicalmathematioalphysics, say
as an analytical expressionsolving a boundary
value problem for a partialdifferential
equation, the resolutionis in the first instance
infinite, or rather, inverselyproportionalto the
numerical precision : at every point in the domain
of definition a numericalvalue is defined.
However, if a solution can reallybe written down,
the chances are the complexityof the boundary
involved will be very low, otherwisethe analytical
expressionwould have been prohibitively
complicated.This explains the prevalenceof
boundaries of low complexityin classical
mathematicalphysios : spheres, planes, half—
planes and cones; and the sucoess of conformal
transformationsin plane flow theory 3 ane begins
with transformingto the figure with lowest
complexityof them all. (I am not really
attempting a precise definition of complexityfor
geometricalfigures; of. a reoent paper by
Van Emden, ref.6).

One of the importantrecent developmentsin
applied mathematics, the method of matched
asymptotic expansions (ref.7 ) is precisely
concernedwith this situation the original
struoture is cut down to sub—structuresof lower
complexity,and local solutionsare then con—
structed; these are later pieced together in
an analytical process getting soon too involved
for comfort.

Now a basic problem of applied mathematics
is s oan we handle situationsof greater
geometricalor physical complexity,by lowering
resolutionin our model, putting up a comparable
computationaleffort ? One is, of course, usually
readily prepared to sacrificeresolutionin
mathematicalmodels : unlimitedaccuracy is of
limited applicabilityin nature. It is clear
that here is the mirror image of the experimental
position, and this is why experimentaland
mathematicalmodels art so nicely complementary.

All this introductionhaa been necessary
to be able to state in a few words what has been
happening in aerodynamicsin the 19600 : several
novel ways have been developpedto increase the
geometrical or physical complexityof mathematical
models, at the expense of the resolution.Let us
list what these ideas have been (fig.5).First
of alli consider the classicalway of lowering
resolution : the method of small perturbations.
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Fig. 5.,Resolutionand complexityin aerodynamic
theories.

In thin wing theory, one does not distinguish
between points on the given aerofoil contour, and
on a straight line connectingthe end points. On
this reduoed structureof low complexity,one
quite easily solves the flow problem in terms of a
simple integral.Now for every specifiedpoint
in the field this integralgives a value for the
flow quantities,but on the strengthof the
original assumptionone cannot locate the
position where this value applies more accurately
then an aerofoil thickness: we have blurred our
mathematicaloptics to this extent, and gained
considerablyin computationalsimplicity.This
turns out allright as long as nothing much
happens over distancescomparableto an aerofoil
thickness,but this is obviouslyuntrue near the
ends of the aerofoil;and in thin wing theory,
things go violently wrong there. Now this can be
remedied,and also resolutionincreasedif one
likes, with the aid of the method of matched
asymptoticexpansions;but at every step, the
theory gets increasinglycomplicated.Analytically,
the situation gets hopelesslyout of hand if one
is forced to representthe basic skeletonas an
ob-ect of higher complexity in the sequel we will
meet an aircraft,"seen" as an infinitecylinder
cut by an infinite line vortex the analytical
solution is inorediblycomplicated.

Compare all this with the "panel—method",re—
presented also in fig.5. We begin by looking at the
aerofoil as an object of higher complexity,being
built up from a number of straight line pieces,
"panels". From the point of view of analyticalcom—
putation required,the increasedcomplexitydoes
not matter, as all the panels, carrying elementary
singularities,are separatelytreated, and the ro—
aults summed afterwards.The shape of the object
comes in as the solution of the flow problem is
found as a matrix equation,whioh one could not
solve by hand, but quite easily in a computer. Ob—
viously the resolutionis now inverselypropoition—
al to the panel size m), but — this is the critical
point — to increaseresolutionone justinoreases
the number of panels.

a)
There are some problemshere locally.
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raising the amount of computationrequired,but
not the complicationof the method. There are
also no difficult areas, and this means that when
increasingcomplexity of the basic structure,
even going over to three dimensions,one meets
practical,but no fundamentalproblems.

Next consider another modern development,
the non-linearmethod of characteristicsfor
supersonicflow (fig.5).This is a numerical
field theory, and here the resolutionis
inverselyproportionalto mesh width in the
field. The basic situation is, however, already
rather complex : there are two connected
structures,the aerofoil and the shock system.
The resultingdifficultiesare here overcomeby
virtue of the localizingpropertiesof the
governingdifferentialequations.However, in
three dimensions,the complexityof the
situationthreatens also to become prohibitive.
Here then is another method to reduce the com-
plexity of the basic flow model. One can rig a
numerical computationscheme in such a way, that
it smears out gradients (ref.8).The resolution
then depends on the local flow properties,in
particularshock discontinuitiesare smoothed
out as steep gradients,giving locallya
blurring to the extent of severalmesh widths.
The importantthing is, however, that shock
waves are not recognisedwithin the mathematical
model as a separate structure.The method has
been recentlyvery successfullyapplied in
transonicflow theory (ref.9).

In summary, then, what has been happening
over the last decade ie that mathematical
methods were developped, in which the resolution
could be lowered in such a way, that theoretical
flow models of much greater complexitynow could
be handled. In fact, due to the increase in
computerpower, mathematicalmodels could be con-
structed,that were comparablein geometrical
detail with the ordinarymodel experimentsuch as
used in aircraft developmenttesting, instead of
with special low complexityexperimentsonly. On
the other hand, the greater computingcapacity
could alternativelybe used to increase
resolutionand obtain more physicaldetail in the
flow model. This is the methodicalbalance, that
had to be struck in any aerodynamicprogramme
developpingin this period. We will now see how
this worked out in NLR's case.

4. Programmedevelopment : innovationversus 

consolidation;concentrationversus coversge 

Li Developmentof programme.- A survey of the

developmentof the programmeunder disouseion,
with the family relation between diverse projects
drawn in, is presented in fig.6.The projects
have been classifiedas to their belonging to
subsonic,transonic or supersonicflow theory;
and with respect to motivationas being of an
exploratorynature, or as being direoted towards
practicalapplication in aircraftdevelopment.

In applied science, all projectsare of
course "developmentdirected",but some axe more
so than others. In the category"exploratorywork"
the motivationwas to explore the possibilitiesof
methodicaland/or technologicalinnovation,that
on the longer view oould be of potential interest
in aircraft development.Here a somewhat more
distant view is permitted,but also a higher
claim to originalityrequired.There are two

1=1:1 PANEL

1 151NON LIN. OIAR.

SEMI-EMPIRICAL I 161 NUM. DISSIP.

FiF.6. NLR research programmedevelopment,
1960-70.

Legenda

LI/SF : lifting surface theory, cf. ref.10.

REV L/SF revised lifting surface theory,
cf. ref.10.

Q/E A/FOIL : theory of quasi-ellipticalaerofoils,
ref. 9.

VE A/FOIL
•

extension of quasi-ellipticalaero-
foil theory (to be published)

ANN WING : annular wing project, ref.11.

AR BODY : theory of three dimensionalsuper
sonic flow around axi-symmetric
bodies (to be published).

VORT/CYL vortex-cylindermodel, of. ref.10.

W/K METH NLR-version of RAEmethod,
R.A.S. TIN 6312.

PANEL METH (sub) : NLR panel method, cf. ref.10.

PANEL METH (super) NLR-version of BOEING-method,
ref.13.

reasons why in an applied science laboratory,
this category of work is essential.First of all,
this is where the new ideas for future work are
supposed to come from; secondly it often sets a
standard for the laboratory'smethodical
capabilities,e.g. in the development of
programming techniques.All this is not necessari-
ly less so in the category of work undertakenwith
a view to immediate practicability;but herethe
emphasis is different,and the considerationof
keeping in front, or at least up with the state
of the art as practisedelsewhere ia of greater
importancethan claimingmathematicalfirsts.
It is arguable, whether the development of quasi-
elliptical aerofoils or of a panel method
requires the greater intellectualeffort; the
difference in classificationonly means that the
results of the first were not originallyplanned
to be applicable in aircraft (they were,
eventually I), and exactly this is.the panel
method's only motivation.
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Let WI first comment on the programmeas
a whole. You will remark that in the initial
phase, the concentrationin the exploratory
group was high, and that later the coverage of
the field increased. On the one hand, this
reflects the expansion of the group as the
programmegot under wey; on the other hand it
reflects a deliberatebiasing of the concen-
tration/coveragebalance for the purpose of
getting the programme started.

4.2 Consolidation;supportingactivities.-

Research is supposed to be directed towards
innovation;but a research programmewould not
go very far if not also very much concernedwith
consolidation.There is the problem of efficiency
of methods, and of computer programmes,that often
can bear improvement;there is the problem of
accessibilityof programmesfor others than the
author. Both problems require attentionand
effort, but could be called secondary.However,
a primary problem is the experimental,and the
intrinsicvalidation of a new method. In theory,
the latter is simple, involving just the construc-
tion of a mathematicalerror estimate.If ever
this happens in this field, I for one would be
very glad to hear about it; so one has to find
another method.

As will be apparent from the published
literature,validationboth experimentaland
otherwise,has been a major concern of the group.
Possibly the moat spectacularever example of
such supporting activitiesis the application
of the panel method to Lennertztanalytic
solution of the incompressibleflow around a
vortem-cylindercombination,which involved
actual computation of the originalsolution.
This way, certain pressing problemsof the
optimal distributionof panels could be answered
(fig.7),and it did appear (fig.8)that the most
elegant way of arranging panels just spoiled
accuracy (ref.10).

441The annular wing project.- Now let us go

into some detail of the three major projects
within the programme.

In the years around 1950, the general
theory of linearizedsupersonicflow was
developpedby several American and British
groups. In the later years, the problem of
minimizingsupersonicwave drag receivedmuch
attention, in particular two methods
minimizationby mathematicaloptimizationof
solutionswithin linearizedtheory; and secondly,
minimizationby means of "favourableinterference".
The latter idea obtained attentionfrom various
workers around 1955 in the particularform of the
"annular wine concept. The theme was also taken
up at NLR in 1956, and here is What they did about
it (ref.11).

The basic idea is as follows (fig.9).
Consider a symmetricalpointed body of revolution
in supersonic flow. As is well known, within
linearizedtheory momentum is transportedtowards
infinitybetween the shock waves,resultingin
pressure rise over the front and pressure fall
over the rear of the body, and interpretedas the
"wave drae of the configuration.However, by
adding a specially designed shroud (fig.10),one
can screen off and reflect the outgoingwave
pattern onto the rear of the configuration,giving
complete pressure recovery and zero wave drag.
Fig.11 shows a variation on this theme 8 a con-




figurationwith base area,cylindricalwing but
specially designed afterbodyto do the same trick.
This is as far as the problem got shortlybefore
1960.

At that point, however,the critical
observationwas made that this whole way of going
about the problem was intrinsicallyinconsistent.
After all, the basic idea dependedessentiallyon
a very accurate placing of compensatingeffects,
but in linearizedtheory as used here, one cannot
really distinguishbetween points on the body
axis and on the contour,so where is the accuracy ?
In other words, for what we intend to do, the
resolutionof our theory is really insufficient.
The only solution then is to sharpen focus, and
use real non-lineartheory.That the basic idea
works there as well, is show in fig.12.The
original (dash-line)body is one with base 'area,
having minimal wave drag under certain geometrical
constraints;a theory of such bodies in a non-
linear context being one of the early successesof
the new theory. However,by adding a thin shroud,
40 % extra body volume could be added, without
increasingthis minimum.However, there was one
artificiality.As a result of the particularnon-
linear theory chosen, the bodies arrived at in
this way always began with cusps, forming a
shock away from the body, outside of the region
that came in for theoreticalconsideration.
What, if we again sharpen focus, and also want
to bring shock waves into the picture? One
result is shown in fig.13, the body now starting
of with a conical nose, producinga shock wave
being partially reflectedinto the region between
body and annular wing, the whole eituationbeing
optimized for minimum wave drag. With another
refinement to bring vorticityin within sight,
and a basis for the optimizationof a lifting
configurationlaid, the theoreticalpart of the
project was stopped around 1963, with only an
almost perfect experimentalvalidationto follow
(fig.14).Why this, after all the theoretical
successes?

In practice, one has of course not only to
worry about wave drag, but also about friction
drag. Now what we do are doing is to add an
amount of extra surface to diminishwave drag,
but when a realistic lift/dragbalance is worked
out it appears that the resultingadditional
friction drag produces lift-oven-dragvalues
that are interestingin a very small speed range
only, as comparedwith the conventialdelta-wing
arrangement.Perhaps even more fatal is the fact
t4at drag is optimizedsharply at one flight
Mach number, and what one wants is low drag over
a wide range of conditions.So the world's
airlanes were not going to be filled after all
with supersonicannulag wing aircraftdesigned
by NLR; this much was of course clear already
after the preliminarystudies.Still the project
was continued for some time, because at that stage
of programmebuild-up, the theoreticalspin-off
in this advanced projectwas what we were really
after.

The know-how gained was used some years
later in work on three dimensionalsupersonic
flows around bodies, in support of Dutch
commitmentsin the ELDO project.Here a hybrid
method was developped,giving high resolution
near the front shock, and a lower one in the field;
this method giving health looking results as
shown in fig.15 (unpublished).
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Ana Shock-lesstransonic aerofoils.- Around 1955,

a whole body of theoretical literature,some of
it of great mathematicalsophistication,was
written to explain why certain theoriesnobody
had ever applied in real situations,but
presumablyyielding transonic flows without
shocke around aerofoils,could not ever be
expected to work. One of the reasons advanced
was that in such flows, weak time-dependent
disturbanceswould come to a standstill,coalesce,
and let the basic flow collapse into one with a

shock. In 1961 at NLR, we began being interested
in the applicationof differencemethods on
subsonic,eventually on transonic flaws. It was
thought that to this end, comparisonswith exact
subsonic solutionswould come in handy, but these
were not then availatle.It was decided to
construct such solutions on the basis of the
challengedtheories in the subsoniccase; and
perhaps have one transonic example computed to
watch the collapse in a wind tunnel, expecting
to observe an interestingexperiment.Soon it
became abundentlyclear why nobody had cared to
carry out oomputations the theories involved
were either not applicable in realistic
situations,or not correct there, and gave rise
to tremendouscomputationalproblems.These were
duly sorted out, first results were given in 19641
a completelyrevised theory announcedat the 1966
ICAS Congress,and definitive results publishedin
1967 (ref.9).From one point of view the
transonio experimentswere disappointing.Nothing
happened, i.e. experimentalagreementWith theory
was near perfect (fig.16).In 1966,when this
particularexperimentwas run, this was no longer
a surprise.Herbert Pearoey, then at the National
Physical Laboratory,had around 1964 experimentally
developped shoclo-freetransonic profile flows.
The theory gave rise to an interestingexperimental
study (fig.17)of the stability of these flows,
in which even not-so-weaktravellingwaves were
shown to fail in blowing up the flow pattern
(ref.12).

Experimentalverificationfor lifting flows
was obtained early in 1969 (fig.18),here of course
boundary-layereffects axe more prominent.From a
practioalpoint of view this is not a particularly
good aerofoil, there being too little loading over
the rear. Suoh aerofoilswere theoretioallyproduced
by a oompeting theory of the same scope
developped around 1969 at New York University,the
rear-loadedaerofoil being found in a somewhat
involved iteration process.As the significanceof
shock..freedesigns for aerofoil development was
by then amply shown, the transonicaerofoil project
was restarted in 1969 as a purely development
directed effort. The first aim was to develop a
semi-analyticalmodification procedure,which would
add rear-loadingto the original analytical
aerofoils.This idea proved completelysuccessful
(fig.19).The second aim is to be able to prescribe
general aerofoil characteristicswithin the theory,
without having recourse to involved search
operations.Here very good progress is being made.

To my knowledge, this very particular

physical situation is one of the few cases
where high theoreticalresolutionhas really
paid off in engineeringaerodynamics.At the same
time, it is probably the last applicationin this
field of the olassical analyticalmethods. Concen-

a )
there are always nozzles, of course.

trating on this, we did miss exciting new
developments in the applicationof finite difference
methods in transonic aerodynamics(ref.9),our
original motivation.

A,2Panel methods. - The NIR work on the subsonic

aerodynamicsof three-dimensionalaircraft con-
figurationsis not primarilyintended as an
initial design tool, although among other uses,
it can certainlybe used as such. The idea is
rather to be able to offer an analytical instrument
to wind tunnel users, complementaryto the
experimentaltechniques.In modern design practice,
aerodynamic loadingehave been continually
increased,pushing flow conditionsfurther against
their limits,making viscous break-down of
increasingconcern to the designer.As explained
before, refined wind tunnel instrumentationis
essentialbut limited in scope. On the other hand,
the theoreticalmodels are yet also of limited
applicability,being of no use in eiiher the low
speed, high lift condition, or in the transonic
cruise condition.However, there is a large range
of conditions,in which theoreticalmethods can '
very much increase the efficiencyof wind tunnel
use.

Work in thie direction started in 1964, when
a semi-empiricalmethod based on work of Weber and
101chemannat RAE was made available to NLR in the
context of an Anglo-Netherlandscooperative pro-
gramme. This is still available as a very simple
and cheap quick-lookmethod, but what we learnt
from it in particularwas the art of empirical
compressibilitycorrection,which is still part
of the more recent methods. During 1967, a hybrid
method was developped involvingA.M.O. Smith's
pioneeringwork in the panel method for the
thickness part, and lifting surface theory for the
lift part of the problem. In 1969, the full panel
method was arrived at, based on the principle of
fig.20.

An application,to me still spectacular,is
ehown in figs.21 and 22. Let me end this survey
with the remark that in 1967, also the supersonic
panel method as developpedby Woodward &
Carmichaelat the Boeing Company,was implemented
at NLR computers (ref.13).

5. Epilogue


In this lecture an attempt has been made to

survey part of the aerodynamicalwork of NLR from
a particular point of view : objectives,choice of
methods, and the balances to be observed therein.
Clearly, I am now committed to extract a moral to
the story, never an enviable task.

First of all, with the benefit of retrospect,

it is always easy to arrange results in pattern,
then give an interpretation.Much more difficult
it is, being engaged in a research programme, to
decide on what is to be done next; in the
dynamics of research, inertia is usually high, but
straight-on segments often short. Again, how do we
balance, how do we plan ?

In the programme that was selected for
scrutiny, the effects of inertia are indeed
evident, as are, I hope, the signs of control
being applied. This is not to say we had a
PERT-scheme telling us in 1962 what we would do
in 1967. But within the bounds ofNLR's usual
planning mechanism, certain themes were clearly
pursued for some considerabletime, others
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Fig.21., General arrangementand panel plot of
wing,..body-tail configuration.
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discarded.How were these balances struck ?
In the introductionwe met two extreme

planning schools of thought, the believers in
the inspirationof genius, and in the divining
powers of computers.Now the number of geniuses
on the NLR staff has traditionallybeen low,
and our computerswere usually filledbeyond
their limits such as they were. Moreover,to
the proponentsof the latter school one could
offer for serious considerationthe general
history of mathematicalwave drag optimization
in aerodynamics,as an example what happens
when optimizingin too restricteda universe.

Our method of striking a balance, if so it
can be designated,has been to systematically
invite discussionsabout what everybody was
doing, both on the home front and with the
outside parties concerned.Everybody professing
a flash of genius could go along, within
budgetary limits, and as long as he could explain
to the others of the group what all this was
supposed to be in aid of. The merits of the
results of this simple approach are for you
decide, but it certainly improvedworking
conditions.There may be a moral here for other
planning situations,where of course computers
may well be part of the system - held in
careful check, as in science.

However, what was discussedwere problems
in the institutionalcontext, but the planning
issues of real consequenceare debated on the
higher levels.How is aerospace researchto
react on this, if at all ?

As one who has left the field for several
years now, and who carries no further responsabili-
ty there, I can offer only one general observation,
for what it is worth.

Over the last decade there has been a rise
in the problems associatedwith the increase in
volume and intensity of air transports problems
of noise and pollution, air traffic control,
airport location;also structuralproblemshave
become evident in the economics of aircraft
production.Expectedly, in future many of these
problemswill yet intensify;on the longer view
also the world energy situationhas to be added
to this list: after all, many competentobservers
estimate that conventionalfuels may become less
readily available than at presentupon a term,
differing less than an order of magnitude from
the developmenttime of today's conventional
aircraft.However this may be, in the immediate
future problemswill surely abound, especiallyin
very densely populated areas. My contentionis
that these problems should be considered
structurally,as the integrationproblem of the
air transport system with society'sother sub-
systems.Then there is certainly an optimization
problem here, which ought to be scientifically
approached : not to maximize air transport,but
to optimize the transport system as a whole.
This evidently requires a multi-disciplinary
approach, including technological,economical,
sociologicaland regional planning expertise.
The problem is who is going to do this exercise.

Most aerospace laboratoriesare organised
like the other big-science establishments:
along the lines of technicaldisciplines,and
around the big hardware. This is reasonable,but
makes perhaps these institutes less well equipped
and affiliated,then would be required to
diversify into the business of producing research
tools for policy-makingon the national levels,
and beyond. However, there are two reasons-why

inclusion of this problem in the aerospace
laboratory'sresearch programme should be
seriously considered.First of all, among all
research institutesconcernedwith transport,
only these have the scientifictradition and the
scale of operations required in this problem.
Secondly, there is a historicalmotivation.After
the initial phase, when the art of flying at all
was the problem, flight researchhas
increased its scope, and became subsequentlyand
cumulativelyconcernedwith safety, economy,
operationsand environmentalproblems- just
because these areas became of major concern to
the business of flight. In my opinion, the
integrationproblem as stated has by now become
of just such major concern.

Finally, let us complete the full circle,
and finish on the note we started on. Perhaps
more than anything else, aviation has made the
world we are living in, a small one. This
perspectivehas recentlybeen dramatically
confirmedby space flight. Both technologies,
paradoxically,have helped us realise that our
real problems are in fact quite down-to-earth,
and both can help us solving them. Now let us
get on, and act on this discovery.
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